How do I see what I need to take if I want to change my major, concentration, or catalog year in DegreeWorks?

Tell Me

1. Click the What-If tab
2. Enter the major, concentration or catalog year in the section labeled Select your primary area of study
3. Click the Process What-If button
4. A new audit will display for your selected area of study
5. Discuss this What-If audit with your advisor

Info
If you decide that you really want to change your major, you may need to visit the advisor of the major you want to switch to.

Related Articles

- Who should I contact if the requirements on DegreeWorks don't match the catalog?
- Why doesn't my concentration or emphasis display on the audit in DegreeWorks?
- Who can use DegreeWorks?
- Who can correct if my transfer work is not showing or in the wrong place in DegreeWorks?
- When should I look at my degree audit in DegreeWorks?